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[A close reading of KTU 1.114 allows us to uncover in its composition a very serious religious aim, far away 

from its bearing, usually accorded to it, as being a mere burlesque historiola. Ilu’s behavior is provided as the hieròs 

lógos of the marzeaḥ, as an institution devoted to the magic, namely necromantic, praxis for contacting the 

Underworld through the altered state of consciousness reached by drunkenness, for whose aftermath also warrants a 

cure. In this way, the marzeaḥ, that is to say necromancy, becomes integrated into the Ugaritic religious world as a 

legitimated cultic praxis within the magic system under divine and social control, parallel to the sacrificial temple 

system. The presence and function of different deities are staged in a sort of paradigmatic and thus legitimating 

celebration of this praxis: religion and magic here meet each other. The distinctive elements that make up this magic 

institution and its magic praxis are summarized in this text: place of gathering, hierarchical organization, eating of 

wild food and abundant swallowing of wine, reaching a state of drunkenness up to the point of catalepsis, encounter 

with the Underworld ghosts, recovering of the normal state of consciousness. The text, found along with others of the 

same religious aim and magic praxis, has the double function of a theological etiology and a medico-magic 

prescription, both of them intimately related.] 

Keywords: marzeaḥ, wild food, drunkenness, necromancy, medical prescription.  

 

1. Cult and Magic  

 

In almost any religion, the canonical cult system is determined by an offering and sacrifice praxis 

exactly defined as regards its parameters of time (cultic calendar), place (temple) and materials (animal 

victims and vegetable products) are concerned. The ritual action (later written down as a text) develops 

within this ‘objective’ framework, enacted by the ‘subjective’ performers: the divine recipient (god) and 

the human officiant (priest).1  The Eastern literatures (Sumero-Akkadian, Hittite, West Semitic) provide us 

with a rich, well-known corpus of ritual texts. 

But another corpus of texts richer yet is that of the magical rituals / texts in their large variety of 

performances,2 perfectly assumed and legitimated within the general religious praxis (above all, divination 

 

1. See G. del Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion According to the Liturgical Texts of Ugarit (AOAT 408), Münster 2014, p. 8. 

2. See G. del Olmo Lete, Incantations and Anti-Witchcraft Texts from Ugarit (Studies in Ancient Near Eastern Records, 4), 

Boston/Berlin 2014, p. 8, and the bibliography quoted there, in particular the works by Abusch, Schwemer and Maul. 
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praxis),3 so that it must be considered as a separate ritual religious system, by no means inferior in use to 

the first cultic / sacrificial one just mentioned. In this case, the aforementioned parameters of time, place 

and divine referent do not come out so well-defined; however, its materials (plants and minerals) and 

rituals (magic performance) are in a certain sense more strictly and specifically fixed, as well as the human 

performer (magician). 

In this regard, it seems as if the marzeaḥ ritual, according to common opinion, would remain 

suspended as a sort of accepted and regulated social praxis, but without clearly-defined religious 

pertinence: it seems not to be either cultic or magical praxis; just a more or less private performance with a 

minimum of religious bearing.  

In fact, the marzeaḥ is currently defined4 as a kind of orgiastic outlet / relief of private groups of men, 

organized in restricted ‘fraternities’, in order to indulge freely in the swallowing of the vine, drinking until 

drunk, but without clear purpose (just for drunkenness sake?).5 These fraternities have the social 

acceptance (and in this way the control) and are under divine patronage6 in a sort of recognition of the 

religious bearing (!) of alcoholic intoxication. But to take them as mere “gastronomic clubs, guilds or 

 

3. On the relationship between both systems see Del Olmo Lete, Incantations, pp. 11ff., 205ff. The ban of magic is peculiar of 

certain (monotheistic) religions, above all in keeping with the harmful use of its praxis (witchcraft). But the popular praxis 

overrides such ban.  

4. According to the main studies on the marzeaḥ by: 

O. Eissfeld 1968:193: “Kultverein... Projektion des von einer menschlichen Gemeinschaft ... Thíasos”;  

J.C. de Moor 1969:167: “Ritual banquet, Thíasos”; 

J.C. Greenfield 1974:451: “a social institution”;   

K.J. Cathcart-Watson 1980:35: “ritual banquet”; 

M.H. Pope 1981:176:  “a feast for and with the departed ancestors, corresponding to the kispu”; 

Kl. Spronk 1986:202: “cultic society in wich communion with the dead could be practiced”;  

Ph.J. King 1989:83: “a socio-religious organisation with a lieder and members”;  

Th.J. Lewis 1989:94: “drinking-club associated with funerary feasts”;  

J.L. McLaughlin 1991:281: “association of wealthy individuals with a primary activity, the consumption of alcohol”;  

D. Pardee 1996:279: “social grouping ...devoted to a divinity... for the consumption of wine”; 

J.B. Carter 1997:300: “association of prominent men ... with  possessions and oficial recognition”;  

V. Alavoine 2000:19: “association d’individus ... en baquet profane ... arrosé de vin”;  

L. Miralles Maciá 2007: see next n.; 

C.R. Sosa Siliézar 2008:44: “ritual / institución religiosa y social ... con banquete ... en contexto funerario” ;  

J.-A. Scurlock 2013:306: “men gathered in drinking societies... to have some real fun ‘fraternizing’” (306).  

....................... 

For the bibliographical references see infra. 

5. L. Miralles Maciá, Marzeaḥ y thíasos. Una institución convival en el Oriente Próximo Antiguo y el Mediterráneo (ILU 

Anejo 20), Madrid 2007, p. 263 (see also p. 13), sums up the general characterization of the marzeaḥ after her exhautive 

discussion of all the textual testimonies on it, to be found in the Semitic and Hellenistic worlds, in this way: “un grupo, 

generalmente de varones, con importantes recursos económicos, presidido por uno de sus miembros, bajo el patronazgo de una 

divinidad, lo que indicaría una dimensión religiosa, y cuya manifestación principal es la celebración de un banquete donde el vino 

tiene un papel predominante”. 

6. In this regard the following very well-known Ugarit texts, both syllabic and alphabetic, are decisive: KTU 3.9:1-4: mrzḥ d 

qny PN bbtw (setting up of the fitting spaces and concomitant financial implications); RS 14.16:3, 15.88:4, 15.70:4, 18.01:5-11: 
awilēma-ar-zi-ḫi,  bît amilM mar-za:e-i, amilMmar-ze-i, eqil karâni ilištar ḫur-ri be-ri amilMmar-zi-i ša ala-ri ù be-ri awilMmar-zi-i ša alsi-

ya-ni … (legal and royal recognition of membership, of inalienable ownership and succession rights, as well as of a specific space 

of their own, houses and vineyards, these under special divine patronage); and KTU 4.399:7-8 and 4.642:2-7 also corroborate 

these points: šbc šḏ cmy bn mrzḥ, mrzḥ cnt. - For an overall presentation of these texts see, among others, Miralles Maciá, op. cit. 

pp. 56-66. 
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fraternities” seems a cultural anachronism.7  On the other hand, the marzeaḥ is clearly neither a sacrificial 

ritual (dbḥ) nor a funerary banquet (kispu).8 In this connection, Eissfeldt was maybe on the right track 

when defined it as a “Kultverein”; in fact, it appears under the patronage of deities.9 But of what kind of 

cult? Why was it not celebrated in the Temple, bt il, in the sacrificial space, avoiding the need for special 

“houses” or a space in the house of a common citizen? Wine was also present in the sacrificial cult and the 

commensality (banquet) is considered inherent to the sacrifice, šlmm (šelāmîm), “sacrifice of communion”. 

 

2. Etymology  

 

In order to shed some light on these questions, let us begin with the etymological analysis of the 

morpheme /mrzḥ/, a point to which, to my knowledge, little attention has been paid.10 Eissfeldt opted for 

the biblical testimony “bei der alten Erklärung bleiben”, assuming, for the base, *rzḥ I, the basic meaning 

“Laut geben” and for marzēaḥ, that of “Freude / Trauerlaut”, supported by ancient and venerable 

lexicographic sources (Gesenius, Levy, Nöldeke, Rhodokanakis); on the other hand, a second base *rzḥ II, 

“vereint sein” > marzēaḥ, “Verein”, “wird.... anzusetzen sein”. That will fit the Ugaritic and the many 

texts from Palmyra. But this second base has no lexical support whatever and the suggested meaning of 

the first one seems to be a secondary seme.11 Nowhere does the base *rzḥ bear such a meaning. The 

starting point for this etymological approach has been found in Ar. mirzîḥ-, “having a vehement voice, 

sound, voice”, but it is a disputed lexeme among the Arab lexicographers; according to the Qāmūs, it is a 

mistake12; in any case we are dealing here with a secondary derivative formation, peculiar of the Arabic 

lexicography and semantically originating perhaps in a cause-effect metonymy (“to fall” > “to cry for 

help” (?)); nowhere does a predicative base with such a meaning turn up. It is obvious that it cannot be 

used to explain the etymology of Ug. mrzḥ.  

Morphologically /mrzḥ/, according to its almost unanimously accepted vocalization marzēaḥ,13 turns 

out to be a noun formation of the pattern /maqtil/ of the quoted base *rzḥ. The lexeme is attested in NWS 

 

7. In Mesopotamia, drunkenness (mainly by beer, of course) was treated only in a few texts of magic-medicine prescriptions. 

See N.P. Heessel, “Ein neubabylonisches Rezept zur Berauschung und Ausnüchterung”, in C. Wunsch, ed., Festschrift for 

Christopher Walker …, Dresden 2002, pp. 99-10; I thank Dr. Ll. Feliu for calling my attention to this paper. In fact, we do not 

have therein any association like the marzeaḥ, to my knowledge; see below n. 19. In Mesopotamia, the opposition of cult versus 

magic was solved from long through the presence and role of gods Ea and Asalluḫi. A text like KTU 1.100 is nowhere to be found 

in any Mesopotamian archive.  

8. See, among many others, D.E. Armstrong, Alcohol and Altered States in Ancestor Veneration Rituals of Zhou Dynasty 

China and Iron Age Palestina, Lewinston/Queenston/Lampeter 1998: “The marzeah as ancestor-veneration ritual”, pp. 107-113. 

In this connection, Pardee’s opinion is quite right: “Animal sacrifice is not, to my knowledge, mentioned in connection with the 

marziḥu and the absence of this most characteristic feature of West Semitic cultic activity leads one to believe that the primary 

characteristic of the marziḥu was not cultic” (see Pardee, “Marziḥu, Kispu, and the Ugaritic Funerary Cult”, p. 278). Also his 

rejection of the funerary / mortuary nature or the similarity of the marzeaḥ / marziḥu with the Mesopotamian kispu is to be 

assumed. 

9. See supra n. 6: mrzḥ cnt and implicitely mrzḥ  cṯtr ḫr; and above all Ilu’s marzeaḥ (mrzḥh). 

10. See O. Eissfeldt, “Etymologische und archäologische Erklärung”, p. 175; id., “Kultvereine in Ugarit”, p. 189, n. (8) (> 

*rzḥ, “Laut geben”); M. Pope, “A Divine Banquet in Ugarit”, pp. 193-194; id., Song of Songs (Anchor Bible 7c), Grand Rapids 

MI 1995, p. 221 (< *rzḥ, “to fall down”); quoted by Spronk, Beatific afterlife, pp. 200f. 

11. See HALOT 1210: “The basic meaning of the root is uncertain”; and it is not used in biblical Hebrew (nor in Phoenician, 

or Aramaic) as a verbal predicate, only in this nominal derivative formation.  

12. See Lane AEL I, p. 1076f. 
13. See Pardee, op. cit., p. 277, n. 5. In this paper the common transcription marzeaḥ will be used. According to the testimony 

of Emar (marzaḫānu), the original nominal pattern is /maqtal/. 
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(Ug.14, Hb.,15 Phoen.-Pun. OAram., Nab. Palm.16: mrzḥ), in Eblaite (mar-za-u9)17 and in the peripheral 

Akk. of Emar (mar-za-ḫa-nu:i, as a MN)18 and of Ugarit (mar-zi-ḫu-, mar-za-u, mar-ze-u), but not in 

Assyro-Babilonian Akk.19 The base *rzḥ, meanwhile, seems to be attested only in Ar. (and in ESA20 as a 

hapax, a building term), razaḥa, “to fall down, by reason of fatigue, … with no power to rise”; “to 

collapse”, “to descend”;21 cf. qawm ruzzaḥ, “party falling down, tottering by reason of weakness”.  

According to the noun patterns /maqtil/, /maqtal/, the meaning could indicate “something / a tool that 

makes fall”, or simply an abstract noun meaning “falling down”,22 “katabasis” / “descensus” (and by 

extension maybe “catalepsis”, “to fall (in ecstasy)” [Sp. “caer en trance”]). We will see that this neutral 

etymological semantics of marzeaḥ fits quite well in the interpretation of KTU 1.114 later proposed.  

Nevertheless, bearing in mind the rather weak support offered by Semitic lexicon to the elucidation of 

the lexeme /mrzḥ/ and, additionally, the archaeological context (above all epigraphic) in which tablet RS 

24.258 appeared (more on this below), another hypothesis (e.g. a Hurrian origin) should be explored.    

 

3. Archaeological context  

 

Another detail that has escaped to a large extent the attention of the interpreters and that a “close 

reading” invites to consider is that of the archaeological context in which the tablet RS 24.258 was found. 

Such context can certainly help to clear up the meaning and function of our text. In fact, this text was 

 

14. See Gordon, UT 483: “a kind of celebration or festivity”; DUL 574:  “cultic association, banquet, banquet hall”. Taking 

into account the varying Akk. transcription, we can assume Ug. mrzc(y) as an allophone of mrzḥ; see DUL 573f. Maybe Danil is 

calles marzacî as an eminent membre of such a guild and ritual praxis...  

15. See HALOT 634: “cultic celebration”.  

16. Cf. DNWSI 651: “religious feast, religious guild, confraternity”. 

17. See G. Pettinato, Testi amministrativi della biblioteca L. 2769 (MEE II), Napoli 1980, 46 (TM 75.G.1372 r. 2); A. Archi, 

Archivi reali di Ebla: Testi Amministrativi: Assegnazioni di Tessuti (Archivio L. 2769) (ARET I), Roma 1985, 11 (TM 75.G. 1443 

XI 1-3). 

18. See E.J. Pentiuc, West Semitic Vocabulary in the Akkadian Texts from Emar (HSS 49), Winona Lake IN 2011, p. 124.  

19. See DUL 574 for the bibliographical references. Not only the lexeme and base are absent from the Akk., nor even a cultic 

organization of this kind is in fact known in Mesopotamia, as far as I know; see in this regard J. Westenholz, “Religious 

Organizations and Bodies – Mesopotamia”, in S.I. Johnston, ed., Religions of the Ancient World, Cambridge MA 2004, pp.     

314-135. 

20. See Beeston SD 120 (“settlement basin” [?]); Sabaic “building term”, in CSAI/DASI data base on line. For the lingüistic 

coincidence of Emariote / Ugaritic / ESA see G. del Olmo Lete, “Ugaritic and Old-South-Arabian: Two WS dialects?”, in F. 

Corriente et al., eds, Dialectology of the Semitic Languages. Proceedings of the IV Meeting ... (AuOr Suppl. 27), Sabadell 

(Barcelona) 2012, pp. 5-23; id, “The Linguistic Continuum of Syria-Palestine in the Late II Millennium BC. Retention and 

Innovation”, in J.P. Monferrer, W.G.E. Watson, eds, Archaism and Innovation in the Semitic Languages. Selected Papers 

(CNERU-DTR, 1), Córdoba 2013, pp. 113-127.   

21. See Lane, AEL 1075f.; Wehr MDWA 336; Corriente DAA 428, “caer abrumado (de peso o fatiga)”; curiously AEL 

records another nominal derivative: mirzaḥ a), “a vine-prop”, “a piece of wood with which a grape-vine is raised from the 

ground”; Kazimirski DAF 545, “érançon”; a clear case of enantiosemy). 

22. See P. Joüon – T. Muraoka, A grammar of Biblical Hebrew. Part I (Subsidia Biblica, 14/1), Rome 1993, § 88L d): “nouns 

with preformative /m/ are mainly abstract nouns of place and nouns of instrument”; h) “/maqtel/ marbēṣ, resting place, mašcēn 

support, marzēaḥ. cries ... mahpēqāh, catastrophe”. The strange meaning “cries” depend evidently from the already mentionned 

secondary meaning of Ar. mirzîḥ. If we would assume an original *rzḥ II, “to cry”, from this base a noun mrzḥ could be derived 

with the meaning “evocation, conjuration”: “what makes stand up with a cry”, taking into account the enantiosemy pointed out in 

the previous note. But it seems to me rather hazardous. As we saw (n. 15), HALOT 634 gives for marzēaḥ just the eclectic 

meaning “cultic celebration”, in accordance with the cultural input of historical references of the lexeme. 
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found in the so-called “Maison du prêtre aux modèles de poumon et de foies d’Ugarit”23 and actually very 

close to such inscribed models,24 that is to say, in a context of divinatory praxis (also the tablet on šumma 

izbu  and others of the same genre were found here). We are dealing, then, not with a priest’s house but 

with a diviner’s house, maybe a khn, a category of professionals,25 the khnm, of which at a certain moment 

the prln (“diviner”) atn, vizier of Niqmaddu, was the rb (KTU 1.6 VI 55-56). This diviner dominates 

evidently different divinatory magic techniques (teratomancy, extispicy, even oniromancy (?)) according 

to the working texts at his disposal.26 Besides that, one of those models (RS 24.312//325 = KTU 1.141:1) 

carries the PN ảgpṯr, the same that appears on the lion’s head or goblet KTU 6.62:1 (RS 25.318). They 

were found in topographic points 3781 and 4058 of the same building complex (Room 10). Also, a little 

further, three rhytons were found,27 a vase type that led Mm. Yon to think that the so-called “Temple / 

Maison aux rhytons”, excavated in 1978, “was reserved as a meeting place for an association, perhaps the 

marziḫu”28. 

Considering together these data: divinatory artifacts, texts of magic divinatory praxis (Ugaritic and 

Hurrian), fitting ceramic ware, repeated mention of a PN in some of these appliances, along with several 

tombs beneath the floor, it is too hazardous to suggest: that 1) (bn) ảgpṯr was the owner of the house (like 

Urtenu was identified as the owner of that in which was found the incantation prepared for him); that 2) he 

was a practicing diviner with his own lever divination models and written rubrics; that 3) his house served 

as space (see. KTU 3.9) for the marzeaḥ celebration, as one of the divinatory praxes; that 4) wine and 

other commodities were there stored for this cultic use; that 5) he himself, apparently a professional of 

divination magic, was in a good social position according the witness of his big house and its furniture; 

and that 6) he maybe presided over such ritual as an official authorized khn? 

 

 

 

23. See J.-Cl. Courtois,  “La maison du prêtre aux modèles de poumon et de foies d’Ugarit”, in Ugaritica VI, Paris 1969, pp. 

91-119 (curiously enough, our tablet RS 24.258 is not mentioned in this report); id, “Le contexte archéologique”, in Pardee, Les 

textes para-mythologiques, pp. 5-12 (p. 10); M. Yon,  La cité d’Ougarit sur le tell de Ras Shamra (Guides Archéologiques de 

l’IFAPO, 2), Paris 1997 (Emsemble de batiments liés au culte et à la divination: “Maison d’Agipshari”, “Maison du prêtre aux 

modèles de foies et de poumon inscrits”, reproduced below). 

24. For planimetry, see Courtois, op. cit., p. 92 (below fig. 4); Yon, op. cit, p. 111. 

25. See G. del Olmo Lete, J. Sanmartín, “Kultisches in den keilalphabetischen Verwaltungs- und Wirtschafts- texten aus 

Ugarit”, in “Und Mose schrieb dieses Lied auf”. Studien zum Altem Testament und zum Alten Orient (Fs. O. Loretz) (AOAT 250), 

Münster 1988, pp. 177-179. “Diviner” is the meaning khn has in Arabic; on the other hand, the fact that the khnm do not appear in 

the cultic texts must be taken into consideration. 

26. Among them KTU 1.100 and 1.107. One gets the impression that the owner of this small library, specialized in magic 

texts and devises, is interested in keeping the record of tablets that “theologically” justify (the hieròi lógoi) his magical praxis as 

fully orthodox within the Ugaritic religion; see in this regard Del Olmo Lete, Incantations and Anti-Witchcraft Texts, p. 200ff.   

(on KTU 1.100:61ff.) and 103ff. (on KTU 1.40:29: ủlp ḫry). 

27. See Courtois, “La maison du prêtre…”, pp. 116-119. 

28. See M. Yon, “The Temple of the Rhytons at Ugarit”, in N. Wyatt et al., eds, Ugarit, religion and culture. Proceedings ... 

(Fs. J.C.L. Gibson) (Ugaritisch-Biblische Literatur, 12), Münster 1996, pp. 405-416 (416); see in this regard Pardee, 

“Marziḫu.Kispu ...”, p. 280; recently M. Yon, “La fête au Proche-Orient, 1. Le cas d’Ougarit au Bronze Récent final”, in Cult and 

Ritual on the Levantine Coast and its impact on the Eastern Mediterranean Realm. Proceedings of the International Symposium 

Beyrouth 2012 (BAAL. Hors-Série X), Beyrouth 2015, pp. 443-462 (450).The scene drawn on the mug found in the Magician 

/ Agapṯarri’s house (Figs. 2 and 3)  can easiliy be interpreted as a figuration of the marzeaḥ ritual as described in KTU 

1.114: Ilu drinking “wine” bowl after bowl and behind the wild hunt animals (bird, fish and eitehr a cervid (ẓby, ayl or ycl, mind 

the little horns) or a wild bull (rum), namely the mṣd. According to the epigraphic testimonies there were in Ugarit 

different marzeaḥ-s, under the patronage of different deities; for instance, the mrzḥ cnt (KTU 4.4642:2-7); see above, n. 6, for 

other references. 
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4. Problems with the dog  

 

Before entering into the general assessment of the text, that every reader is presumed to know 

already, let us first address two hermeneutic problems which have always challenged interpretation. Both 

have to do with the presence and function of the “dog” in the marzeaḥ: first, why the god Yarḫu plays this 

role, and secondly, the nature and modus curandi of the “dog hair”. In this connection it is worthwhile 

quoting KTU 1.124, an example of another kind of divination, cultic consultation (šal), from which the 

dog is emphatically excluded (lin. 15: l klb)29 as a condition to the effectiveness of the magical response, 

certifying in this way the difference between rituals and the specific role this animal could play in one of 

them at least. In fact, the dog had already entered into the Ugaritic mythological world (klb ilnm, klbt il), 

like other theromorphic denominations: ṯr, cgl, ảrḫ..., so the dog is not a strange figure in the symbolic 

representation of the Ugaritic cult.   

a) In our text, the dog appears to be in an especially good relationship with the “hunter” goddesses 

(cnt / cṯtrt) who feed him, and it is from hunting (mṣd, ṣd) that he serves himself. But aside from its 

connection with hunting,30 it is in the remedy celebrated in this text as its main topic (“dog hair”, lin. 29) 

from which the presence of the dog at the beginning of the text gets its significance, as much from the 

point of view of the literary structure (inclusion) as from the development of the impetus of the text. This 

is a structural correspondence that explains the efficiency of the remedy based on the principle of nomen / 

omen, to why the retelling of the story points it out as its hieròs lógos in an etiological text like this.31  

Furthermore, in this connection we must remember that the “dog” is the symbolic animal of the great 

fertility mother-goddess Gula, and consequently, of the other fertility deities32 in the Sumerian tradition. 

Even Ishtar’s symbolic animal, the Lion, is also named “dog” (RlA IV 496). This is maybe the reason why 
cAṯtart / cAnat, the “huntress(es)” fertility goddesses, recognize him while other gods do not. And starting 

from this fact, we can even understand why Yarḫu assumes the dog’s role in this moment. In the Sumerian 

tradition, Yarḫu/Sin is the fertility god, and in this sense he becomes here the bridge between both 

traditions (like in the case of his marriage with Nikkalu)33 and rounds up the function of Gula’s dog, 

instead of Baclu, too high and too “Canaanite” a god. In this regard, we have to remember that we are in 

Hurrian territory: Agabṯarri’s house (Hurrian PN). It is worth recalling that the celebration date, according 

to the Emar month marzaḫāni ritual, is the 14(-16), the day of the full moon, Yarḫu’s day, we can say.34 

We so can easily deduce that the Yarḫu-dog is a kind of totem of the marzeaḥ institution whose presence 

 

29. Looking more attentively at the photo (lower right-hand edge) I have to admit that this reading is almost sure; for the 

reading lkll see Del Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion, p. 263, n. 70 (and photo, p. 264) (fig. 1). 

30. The dog in the Mesopotamian tradition is ṣā’idu par excellence; see RLA IV 494, 496. 

31. It is true that from the epigraphic point of view the reading /klb/ (KTU: k[l]b; Pardee: [k][l][b]) in lin. 5 is not easily 

justifiable; but contextually, this reading is supported and even required by the appearance of this denomination in lin.12 (// ỉnr). 

In this regard, the space fits perfectly the three characters of the word. It is a clear case in which “context” makes good epigraphy. 
32. See RlA IV 496ff. (W. Heimpel): “Der Hund Gulas konnte als Gottheit aufgefasst werden (mit Gottesdeterminativ 

Geschrieben)” (496); “... bewachen Hundenfiguren Tore und Türen gegen das Eindringen von Dämonen” (p. 497); “Neben dem in 

erster Linie dafür zuständigen Sonnengott is auch der Mondgott für Rechtswesen und Divination von Bedeutung wie for allem 

Epitheta zeigen” (RlA VIII, p. 367; M. Krebernik). For the relationship of the dog with different deities of the Semitic and Greek 

sphere, see Pardee’s exposition in Les textes paramythologiques (1988), pp. 39-41; more in general Ar. Salonen, Jagd und 

Jagdtieren im Alten Mesopotamien, Helsinki 1976 (“Hunde der Götter”, pp. 97f.)  

33. See G. Del Olmo Lete, “Yarḫu y Nikkalu. La mitología lunar sumeria en Ugarit”, AuOr (Fs. Civil) 9 (1991) 67-75. 

34. See D.E. Fleming, Time at Emar. The Cultic Calender and the Ritual from the Diviner’s House (Mesopotamian 

Civilisations, 11), Winona Lake IN 2000, pp. 181ff. For the Marzaḫāni month in general and the “hunting” activity of cAṯtrt at 

this moment see ibdm. pp. 165ff.  
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reminds of the wild / hunt nature of the food consumed and the recollection date of the remedy, even if not 

all the participants are aware of its role.35  

b) But the actual nature of the remedy šcr klb (Akk. šartu, šarat kalbi)36 seems ambiguous.37 One 

may think of a plant by analogy with lšn klb38 (also Akk. kalbanu, a plant) and in connection with the 

following pqq, according to some translations. But on the one hand, there is not frequent attestation of 

such denomination in the Akkadian botany,39 nor does the Dioscorides’ Materia medica in its original, 

medieval and Renaissance editions, mention it. On the other hand, the physiological meaning, the real dog 

hair, is well-attested in Akkadian as well as its use in magical incantations. In this regard, the necromantic 

text quoted by Scurlock as Prescription 75 is especially appealing: after a series of vegetable products (lin. 

4) it prescribes, along with many other animal elements: “lion tallow … a frog, … dog hair, cat hair, fox 

hair, … the end of the intestines of a frog … you dry, crush and sieve” (lin. 5-7). This enumeration, to the 

point it could be considered normative in necromancy, would favor the version: “that is what has to be 

placed on his forehead, dog hair, and also (its) head, mouth, throat, and its navel”, with rỉš and šr as well-

attested anatomical terms.40 The interpretation of these lines is, however, quite divergent. Just for sample’s 

sake, compare these versions:  
 

“Was man an seine Schläfe legt:  

Zubereiteten Thymian, 

(auch) auf Leib und Kopf, Brustbein(?) und seinen Unterleib” (M. Dietrich, O. Lorezt).41  
 

“On his brow one should put:  

--hairs of dog  

--the top of a pqq-plant and its stem” (T.J. Lewis).42       
 

“(This is) what needs to be put on his forehead:  

dog hair (probably a plant)  

and the knot of a vine, and its juice” (N. Wyatt).43  

 

35. No serious connection of the dog with the reign of the dead can be drawn from its possible presence at the entrance of 

Kirta’s house and mausoleum, though perhaps simply a literary figure.  

36. References in CAD K 68-72 (71).  

37. The reading must be considered certain (against KTU ḫr cš), the vertical wedge represents the separator, rather large, to be 

sure, but also the espace for a sign /ḫ/ it would be rather anomalously big. It lacks, furthermore, the three head wedges; for a 

typical /ḫ/ sign see lin. 21 (bḫrỉh) and lin. 31 (ḫrpnt). 

38. See G. Del Olmo Lete, Mitos, leyendas y rituales de los semitas occidentales (Pliegos de Oriente, 1), Madrid/Barcelona 

1998, p. 161, n. 13. 

39. See R.C. Thompson, A Dictionary of Assyrian Botany, London 1949, pp.23ff.; N. Wyatt, N. Wyatt, Religious texts from 

Ugarit.The Words of Ilimilku and his Colleagues, Sheffieldt 1998, p. 412, n. 48 (quoting Pope). 

40. For the different versions of KTU 1.114:30 ([w]riš pqq wšrh) see DUL p. 696. In particular, the different meanings 

suggested for šr(h) (“stem / stalk, juice …) are all of them hapax meanings, which surely is not an unsurmountable objection, but 

according the scholastic dictum “non sunt multiplicanda entia sine necessitate”): while the  meaning “navel” is well attested in Ug. 

in this kind of divinatory texts (cf. DUL 629f.; see in this connection the quoted Akkadian necromantic prescription: “…the end of 

the intestines of a frog…”). At the end of this paper, a new transcription and refined version of the text is offered that supersedes 

that in CR 335-337, as well as the assumed there current interpretation of the text as “a humorous story”. 

41. See M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, “KTU 1.114 (RS 24.258). Mythos mit medizinisch-therapeutischer Anweisung”, in Studien zu 

den ugaritischen Texten I. Mythos und Ritual in KTU 1.12, 1.24, 1.96, 1.100 und 1.114 (AOAT 269/1), Münster 2000, pp. 403-

523 (413). 

42. See in S.B. Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry (SBL Writings for the Ancient World, 9), Atlanta VA 1997, p. 196. 

This version is very common, e.g., Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988), pp. 68-73. 
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A close reading of this text invites us also to think over the meaning of *št in this medico-magical 

context. What meaning does it have to “place over the eyebrow” either a real “dog hair” or a plant so 

called? On the other hand, both things are insoluble in oil ˗in case the second yšt would be given the 

meaning “to drink”. In fact, in the Mesopotamian medico-magical prescription, two main operations are 

prescribed: “to drink” a mixture of many different products, previously crushed and sieved, or “to rub” the 

body part with a maceration in liquid of solid products. Since here nothing is said on the preparation of the 

dog hair and the other products to be drunk and the simple setting of such products on the lṣb does not 

seem to be an adequate medical procedure, could not *št assume in this context the meaning of “to 

apply”44 and, along with “oil”, imply a sort of either “unction” or smooth “rubbing”? That will fit the 

reading and version proposed later. But it is quite clear that we are dealing in this case with a mere 

hypothesis, notwithstanding its apparent reasonability.   

Eventually this suggestion, purely linguistic in nature, receives some support from the Akkadian 

Muššu’u ritual. In an illuminating paper, B. Boeck45 points out that this ritual implies a “rubbing from 

head to toe” (a capite ad calcem; see lin. 6ff.) in order to open the way and expel the evil spirit that has 

entered the sick person’s body. Along with the recitation of incantations “you rub his temples / forehead... 

neck ... navel ...”, and so on down to the feet. We even find there the prepositional formula ištu ... -šu ... 

adi ... -šu tumašša’ , “you rub ... from his ... down to his ...” (see lin. 12ff.), that to a certain extent agrees 

with the suggested version of KTU 1.114:29f. (see infra): briš .... šrh, “form head ... to navel”. According 

to Boeck’s conclusion, the therapy of rubbing seems particularly suitable in cases of paralysis of which the 

Ilu’s (namely, the drunk person’s) catalepsy (“fallen like a dead”) may be a particular one.  

 

5. Close reading and interpretation  

 

Coming now to a “close reading” of KTU 1.114, first of all we realize that from it comes a distinction 

between bt ỉl and the (bt) mrzḥ46 – empirically: the “temple” and the more or less religious scenery that 

private individuals may set up (KTU 3.9) – comes out clearly. In fact, Ilu invites the gods “to his house” 

(bth, lin. 1), afterwards presides over the marzeaḥ (ỉl yṯb b mrzḥ, lin.15) and comes later back to his own 

house again (ỉl hlk l bth, lin. 17). It seems clear from these references that the place where the marzeaḥ is 

celebrated or where its members gather is not Ilu’s own house / temple. It has been suggested that maybe 

 

43. See Wyatt, Religious texts from Ugarit, p. 412, in particular nn. 48 and 53 that summarize very well the antithesis “real 

dog-hair” // “a plant”; also W.G.E. Watson, “Comments on KTU 1.114:29’-31’”, AuOr 8, 1990, 265-266. I myself, although 

recognizing the bearing of the quoted Akkadian necromancy text, cling still to this second meaning for šcr klb, but with a different 

interpretation of the lin. 30: an apotropaic magic gesture, passing the plant through the whole parcours of the wine (from the head 

to the navel) to favour the expulsion of the bad “spirit” and that with the plant infused with oil in a sort of smooth rubbing. The 

usual version supposes a double duty of /l/ and /-h/. But it can also be read here the preposition /b/, “from” (instead of the dubious 

[w]) and the locative postpositive particle /-h/ “up to, till”, with a better stichometry (dyšt … yšt) and rhythmic organization for 

the prescription. A meaning “to drink” for the second /yšt/  is incompatible with a plant not previously macerated and supposes a 

change of meaning related to the first /yšt/, which seems less probable. However, it must be accepted with a high degree of 

uncertainty and, subsequently, that a highly hypothetical character lies behind any of the proposals put forward.  

44. See Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit, p. 413.  

45. See B. Boeck, “‘When you perform the ritual of ‘rubbing’: on medicine and magic in Ancient Mesopotamia”, JNES 62, 

2003, 1-16. 

46. This syntagm, implicit in the Ugaritic documentation, will appear frequently in the later corpora up to Madaba’s mosaic; 

see Miralles Maciá, Marzeaḥ y Thíasos, pp. 43ff. 
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only different spaces within the large Ilu’s palace are meant.47 But it is highly unlikely that the verbal 

syntagm hlk l has this sense: usually it is used to introduce an external movement. And what is still more 

unlikely is that Ilu meets a monster like ḥby in his own house. And what is more determinative: we know 

by Ugaritic texts (see among others KTU 3:9) that the mrzḥ was set up in private houses, while the 

presence of mrzḥ halls in the temples (Palmyra) can be viewed as a later development, when the institution 

became fully integrated into the sacrificial cult and got the consideration of a funerary banquet. 

In this disinhibited climate created by wine, Yarḫu enacts a pantomime that the other gods, obviously 

drunk too, join. In this situation only Ilu, the host, seems to be sober, leaving aside the doorkeeper who 

obviously was not invited to the banquet, bound by his duty, and who will have the sufficient moral 

authority to rebuke his guests.  

In Ilu’s house, the gods ate and drank up to drunkenness, but he himself gets drunk only in the 

marzeaḥ (lin. 16), which may suggest two different ways of getting an alcoholic intoxication.48 In this 

state, he is brought back to his palace by Ṯakamuna-Šunama, his dióscouroi,49 but it is then when a 

tauromorphic “ghost-monster”, ḥby,50 comes across him, with a semantic nuance of lack of foresight and 

fright, normal in this base (*ngš).51 Consequently Ilu, already out of his divine personality, loses control of 

his sphincters,52 (a very human god!) “falling” (*ql // *rzḥ, see supra) into a cataleptic state, getting so into 

the kingdom of the dead, a part of the “other world” (Sp. “el Más allá”) that is not Ilu’s own sphere; a 

kingdom habited by “ghosts”. One could determine in this connection that the noun marzeaḥ is the 

institutional translation of the expression ql km mt // kyrdm arṣ (lin. 21-22), the descensus ad inferos.53 In 

this sense ug. mrzḥ corresponds to Greek nékyia rather than to thíasos, and other associative 

 

47. We should have, therefore, a new example of the integration of cultic systems, sacrificial and magical-divinatory, under 

the control of the Supreme deity, as far as the second one can be controlled; see in this regard Del Olmo Lete, Incantations,       

pp. 205ff. 

48. May we say that Yarḫu’s attitude is a consequence of his becoming drunk at this moment? 

49. On these divine characters see Del Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion, p. 127, nn. 249, 250. Some scholars refer to “the 

duties of the ideal son” (KTU 1.17 I 30-31 and par.) in connection with the behaviour of the godly assistants here.  

50. The fellow is probably known in the Bible and in the Talmud; see Jastrow DTT 418; P. Xella “Haby”, in K. van der Toorn 

et al., eds, Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible, Leiden/Boston/Köln 19992,  p. 377; K.J. Cathcart, “Ilu, Yariḫu and the 

One with the Two Horns and a Tail”, in N. Wyatt et al., eds Ugarit, religion and culture. Proceedings ..., pp. 1-7. The 

tauromorphic monster is very common in the Ancient Near East, from the Sky’s bull of the Gilgamesh epic to the numerous awe-

inspiring winged bulls who guarded the entrance of temples and palaces and inhabit the Mesopotamian infernal sphere; and in 

particular the “goring wild bull” as an awe inspiring figure, is a very well-known topic in the Old Babylonian period; see Ch.E. 

Watanabe, Animal Symbolism in Mesopotamia. A Contextual Approach (Wiener Offene Orientalistik, 1), Wien 2002, p. 61. In this 

connection, the figure of the “Horned Lion Griffin”, Ninurta’s symbol, must also be taken into account (ibdm. pp. 138ff.). Ḫby / 

Ḫabay under this guise could play in this case the role of the Underworld doorkeeper or guardian where the drunken Ilu             

has fallen. 

51. See HALOT 670f. In the other two cases (KTU 1.6 II 21; 1.23:68) in which this base comes out in Ugarit, the nuance of 

unexpected encounter is assumed. 

52. “Y se c… de miedo” (and he messed with fear) as we will say in the Spanish vulgarism and likely in other languages; see 

Armstrong, Alcohol and Altered States, p. 101; Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit, p. 411 nn. 41 and 42, along with his 

discussion of the etymology of ylšn /(< *lšš; for other opinions see DUL 500f.). The text transfers to Ilu what is the human 

reaction in this situation; on the other hand, it is normal that if the gods eat, the gods also defecate; the anthropomorphism imposes 

this deduction. 

53. See Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit, p. 412: “But it may give us some insight into the theological significance 

attributed to intoxication. It appears to have been interpreted as a mystical descend into the underworld”.  The equation with the 

nékyia was already suggested. On this Greek divinatory praxis see the well documented study by J. Cors i Meya, El viatge al món 

dels morts en l’Odissea, Bellaterra (Barcelona) 1984 (“Ritus nigromàntic”, pp. 198-241). The Descent of Christ ad Inferos 

according to: Eph. 4:7-11, has been the subject of many studies. 
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denominations with which the later Hellenistic transposition equated it.54  The best known example of 

nékyia is that provided by the Odyssey, but that of Enkidu in the tablet XII of the Gilgamesh epic is 

culturally closer. Upon escaping from the Netherworld, Enkidu is submitted to a strict questioning by 

Gilgamesh and his “answers” reveal the destiny of the dead as a direct consequence of their particular 

behavior when they were alive. The Netherworld and its ghosts present themselves as a source of interest 

and knowledge for the living. 

We can interpret that it is nothing else than the mythical projection of the desired-feared encounter 

with the ghost, experienced by the marzeaḥ members in their intoxication crisis (the modern neurologist 

would easily find in the brain a spot for such an experience). Ilu is supposed to get the remedy, provided 

by the “hunting” goddess cAnat-cAṯtart, for the way out from this situation generated by his intoxication 

and this prototypical encounter through which all marzeaḥ members will go in their search of particular 

divinatory answer the encountered ghosts may offer.55 The divine experience becomes the warrant of the 

suitability of such remedy. 

In fact the remedy is already well-known, “provided” by the great patron(s) of the marzeaḥ, as was 

just pointed out, the goddess(es) cAnat-cAṯtart ḫr56 and it would be the common medicinal prescription in 

use among the members of the marzeaḥ to get rid of the aftermath of their usual ritual intoxication. The 

goddesses are supposed to look for it in the wilderness (lin. 23, ṣd),57 the realm where the original divine 

forces are active. It will help to overcome the effects caused by the sedentary / human / cultivated product, 

the wine from the vine.58 This is the reason why the gods, who also became drunk (lin. 3-4), did not suffer 

the consequences of the intoxication: Ilu invited them to eat and provided with ṣd / mṣd products (animal 

and vegetal)59, that prevented the inebriating wine (even that of the cAṯtart’s vineyards) to cause its fatal 

aftermath. This exaltation of the wild life and aliments has its prototype in Enkidu, the strong and 

unconquerable second hero of the Gilgamesh epic, well known at Ugarit,60 created and raised in the forest 

 

54. See on this topic the widespread and well-documented discussion of Miralles Maciá (Marzeaḥ y thíasos, passim). 

55. See in this connection  the Endor pythoness (1Sam 28:3-24) and her “cry” (v. 12). 

56. Maybe it is from this infernal context that the DN cṯtrt ḫr has to be explained (“cAṯtart of the cave”), although the 

connection with the Hurrian professionals in this field may also resound in it, to be distinguished from another homonymic deity, 

like cṯtrt mr, cAṯtart of Mari. It is likely that both perspectives complement each other; see Loretz, UF 34 2002 512 (chtonisch 

orientierte Göttin”) . 

57. Were the KTU reading šd[ in lin. 23 feasible, it would be possible to suggest the restoration [mdbr]24qdš ; see KTU 1.23 

65: mdbr qdš; 67-68: ỉlm ncmm ttlkn šd tṣdn pảt mdbr w ngš ... . But such a reading šd seems epigraphically doubious. 

58. See in this connection the lengthy discussion by Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques, pp. 24-33 and my own notes on 

the religious opposition of domesticated / wild in this regard in AuOr 33/2, 2015, 182; in particular M.S. Smith, “The Alimentary 

Code: Herbs in Dairy and the Meat of the Hunt”, in The Rituals and Myths of the Feast of the Goodly Gods of KTU/CAT 1.23. 

Royal Constructions … (SBL. Resources for Biblical Study, 51), Atlanta GE 2006, pp. 153ff.; Ch.A. Watanabe: “The perception 

of the ‘wild’ and the ‘domesticated’” / “The relationship between the ‘wild’ and the ‘civilised’” / “The relationship between 

‘nature’ and humans”, in Animal Symbolism in Mesopotamia. A Contextual Approach (Wiener Offene Orientalistik, 1), Wien 

2002,  pp. 147-156. 

59. See G. del Olmo Lete, “Glosas Ugaríticas VI: Ug. /ṣ-d/, ¿“salir a la caza de” o “danzar”?”, AuOr 33, 2015, 186. – If KTU 

1.112:18 (yrdn gṯrm mṣdh) could be translated: “the G. will go down to his hunt / wild food” (see DUL 578), the divinatory praxis 

of the cultic oracle, parallel to necromancy, would appear then making use of similar wild offering material. But actually “two 

rams” (ṯn šm lgṯrm) are the sacrificial victims, what makes such translation unlikely, thus underlining its syntactic difficulty. Of 

course, the G. are not “ghosts”, nor they come up from the Netherworld; they go down from their divine abode. The two systems 

are kept separate.   

60. See D. Arnaud, Corpus des textes de bibliothèque de Ras Shamra-Ougarit (1936-2000) en sumérien, babylonien et 

assyrien (Aula Orientalis Suppl. 23), Sabadell (Barcelona) 2007, pp. 36, 130-138.  
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and among the beasts (“the milk of the animals he used to suck”, Gig. OB II 85).61 Even the hero 

Gilgamesh is constantly exalted as the son of Ninsun, “The lady of the wild cows”. From these 

surroundings, we can think that the “plant of life” originates, whose existence was revealed by Ut-

Napishtim (Gig. XI 280ff.). In our text Ilu himself appears as the proof of the efficiency of the remedy 

brought from the “wilderness” to bring back from realm of dead to which the marzeaḥ wine drinking is 

intended to take.  

Read in this perspective, KTU 1.114 is a kind of handbook and recipe to be taken into account by all 

the members of the marzeaḥ indulging in intoxication praxis in search of a contact with the ghost / dead 

realm for divination sake.62 Even more, we can define KTU 1.114 as the official hieròs lógos of the 

marzeaḥ institution by which it becomes absorbed into the religious order sanctioned by Ilu’s own 

behavior. Far from being just a ‘joke’ or ‘laugh’ for leisure’s sake on account of the mocked supreme 

god,63 a thing rather unlikely in the ancient religious world (possible only in the XVIII century Voltairean 

France or in the XXI century Charlie HEBDO humorous magazine), this text provides the description of 

the development of the ‘ritual’ of the marzeaḥ, of its constituents: the appointed place and materials (mṣd 

and yn / trṯ) for a banquet, a hierarchical organization under a professional who presides over the assembly 

and its ritual, decisive wine intoxication on behalf of the participating members, the aim of such praxis, 

the catalectic state of “trance”, or descensus ad inferos, terrifying entry in the world of the ghosts (in order 

to obtain divinatory results, see in n. 59 the Akkadian testimonies), and finally normalization of the 

situation through a divinely sanctioned remedy of which the assembly is well provided.64 By being the 

supreme god Ilu, the supreme diviner (cf. KTU 1.6 III 4ff.), the one who carries out the precise liturgy, 

this magical praxis becomes incorporated into the religious orthodoxy that make this magic decisive 

activity, divination by necromancy,65 a legitimate religious praxis under the control then of the divine and 

 

61. See A.R. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic. Introduction. Critical Edition and Cuneiform Texts, Oxford/New 

York 2003, p. 177. 

62. See Zamora, “L’ubbriachezza a Ugarit”, p. 13, n. 2 for an excellent exposition of the function of drunkenness in this 

context. 

63. See Kl. Spronk, Beatific Afterlife in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East (AOAT 219), Kevelaer/Neukirchen-

Vluyn 1986, p. 200: “the second part of the story blasphemously ridicules the supreme god of the Ugaritic pantheon”. But see 

Zamora, “L’ubbriachezza a Ugarit, p. 11: “Le interpretazioni che in questo testo non vedono che un tono umoristico e farsesco 

sono anch’esse  troppo semplicistiche e condizionate eticamente”. 

64. Beside these elements other texts certify the possession by the organisation of especial fields and vineyards (see above n. 

6), the existence of a finantial record and payment of “quotes” (KTU 3:9), the royal and legal control of the transactions (see the 

text above n. 6), and maybe even the existence of a particular body of professional of this ritual (prln, khn-m, šỉl, bārû ...), well 

stablished and hierarcized (rb khnm); see Del Olmo Lete-Sanmartín, “Kultisches in den keilalphabetischen Verwaltungs- ...”, pp. 

177-179. 

65. It is interesting to point out the limited use of this divination method in Mesopotamia, otherwise permeated by the 

divinatory praxis with so many texts to give witness of it. In this connection A.-J. Scurlock in her doctoral dissertartion (Magical 

means of dealing with ghosts in ancient Mesopotamia, Diss. Chicago University 1988), that deals specifically with this topic, 

could gather only a few texts (Presc. 72-82, pp. 318-34; Tropper, Nekromantie, p. 85. singles out three). They were omited in the 

printed edition (Magico-medical means of treating ghost-induced illness in Ancient Mesopotamia, Leiden/Boston 2006), since 

“they are not healing rites designed to cure a person afflicted by a ghost” (p. ix). The mentioned texts make clear the existence of 

this magical praxis in Mesopotamia according to their wording: “you can call (to him, namely, the ghost) and he will answer you” 

(Presc. 72 i 13’, Scurlock, Magical means, p. 319); “Let it (the dusk) br[ing] up a ghost to me from the darkness ... skull of skulls I 

cal[l to you] ... may he who is within the skull answer (me) ... or a skull you rub (with it) and you can call to him and he will 

answ[er you]” (Presc. 74 ii 3’, 5’, 10’;  ibdm. pp. 322-323); and more express yet: “incantation (to be used to enable) a man to see 

a ghost” (Presc. 75:3, p. 325): “You recite the incantation three times and rub (it) on your face and then you can look at he ghost 

and he will speek with you” (Presc. 75:8-9, ibdm.  p. 326); “incantation (to be used) to get a man’s namtaru to talk ... Your face 

you rub (with it) and then you can question him (the namtarum) and he will speak with you” (Presc. 80:15, 19-20’, ibdm,  p. 334); 
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social power (king and people),66 although keeping its independence from the temple’s religious liturgy, 

sacrificial by nature.67 In the marzeaḥ there are no sacrifices to the gods, nor even to their patron gods.68  

Read in this way, the marzeaḥ has also an intrinsic mortuary aspect ˗not so much in the sense of cult 

of the dead but of their contact / consultation- from its very nature. Is. 8:19 summarizes well the situation: 

“¿why may not people ask their gods, the dead on behalf of the living?” And that by means of any kind of 

conjurers / soothsayers. Starting from the complete institutionalization of the function of the “diviner” 

(bārû) in Emar, where he became “scribe” and “cult supervisor”,69 it is easy to imagine how this mortuary 

aspect of the ritual led in later developments to take on the aspect of a more general funerary ritual 

intended for other praxes, bound so to be interpreted as a liturgy of the “cult of the dead”. 

In this connection KTU 1.114 appears as a mythic and etiologic transposition of the empirical praxis 

of necromancy and defines the best the fundamental structure of the marzeaḥ, its quoted components and 

aims. It is the acting guide and the theological justification of such magical praxis. Through it the access to 

the world of the dead, which the myth and the epic had developed already, becomes perfectly integrated 

into the official religious praxis, controlling at the same time this access to a world where cultic religion 

and magic join and that has a very important role according to my perception of the Ugaritic cult.70  

I do not believe that other texts of “banquet scenes” have anything to do with the marzeaḥ as a 

magical praxis. KTU 1.20-22, for instance, corresponds better to the scenes of “celestial banquet” as it is 

programmed in KTU 1.17 VI 30-32, although KTU 1.114 may make use of motives and wording taken 

from it. The protagonists in KTU 1.20-22 are the rpum who belong already to the kingdom of the dead, 

they are already “ghosts”, although benign ones. In this sense, any one of them can be named mrzcy, “he 

who can make himself present in the marzeaḥ ritual”. But they do not need to go in search of an oracle and 

of course they in their sphere do not come across with any monster; they are in the reign of the answers 

being themselves “ghosts”, rapa’ūma / refā’îm / ilnym. That cAnat goes here hunting too (KTU 1.22 I 11) 

may be considered as a reflex of the human empirical perspective, since in this case (KTU 1.22 I 12ff.) 

like in the mythical banquet scenes (KTU 1.4 VI 47ff.), there is no drunkenness, notwithstanding the 

 

“when you perform the ritual for the land of no return ... youn recite the incantation three times and then let the ghost mak[e a] 

decision for you” (Presc. 81:21’, 5, ibdm. p. 835f.); “incantation (to be used when you wish) to see a ghost in order to make  

decision ... you rub (it) on your face and the Annunaki will talk with you. Let them make a decision for you” (Presc. 82:59, 62, 

ibdm p. 341). This lack of significance of necromancy within the Mesopotamian divination praxis is paradigmatically reflected by 

the RlA where the entry “Nekromantie” sends back to “Totenbeschwörung” and this on its turn to “Tod”. But in this entry nothing 

is said on “Nekromantie” / “Totenbeschwörung” (nor even these term are mentioned as far as I was able to find out), although the 

“ghosts” are taken into consideration. As pointed out above, the Mesopotamian texts edited in Scurlock’s Dissertation haven been 

reproduced in J. Tropper, Nekromantie. Totenbefragung im Alten Orient und in Alten Testament. Neukirchen-Vluyn 1989, pp. 

84ff., along with “Andere Beschwörungsrituale nekromantischen Inhalts”. Tropper “zusammenfasst”: “Ein wichtiges Ergebnis 

darf festgehalten werden dass nekromantische Praktiken aufs Engste mit dem Ahnenkult verbunden sind ... Obwohl die Zahl der 

angeführten Bezeugungen für Nekromantie in Vergleich zu Bezeugungen anderer Divinationsarten – etwa der Traumdeutung – 

relativ klein ist, möchte ich aufgrund der verschiedenen Herkunft und der unterschiedlichen Datierung der Texte shliessen, dass 

nekromantische Praktiken zu allen Epochen und in allen Gebieten des Alten Mesopotamiens (Assyriens wie Babyloniens) bekannt 

und verbreitet waren” (pp. 108f.; see also p. 57). 

66. Remember in this regard the Necromancy ban in Saul’s reign (1 Sam. 28:3). 

67. As pointed out formerly, the Temple has also its own divination praxis: “cultic consultation / oracle” (šảl). 

68. In Emar the marzeaḥ / marzaḫū institution, which appeared already in Ebla, reaches the highest degree of 

instucionalization: time and ritual (“hunt”) are precisely fixed.  In  connection with this last element, it is whileworth recalling the 

stronger relationship Emar maintains with the desert  and hunting espace. See Fleming, Time at Emar, pp. 166f. 

69. See Fleming. Time at Emar ..., pp. 26ff. 

70. See Del Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion ..., in general (above all chapter 3 an 4: “Royalty in Myth and Cult”, “The 

Funerary Cult of the Palace”) and the critical assessment of that stand by Pardee. “Marziḫu, Kispu ...”, passim. 
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abundance of wine offered.71 It is presumed that magic ṣd may be present at any banquet, although when 

like in this one only domestic animals (large and small cattle) are slaughtered (KTU 1.22 I 12-14). The 

same can be said of the other texts presumed to offer marzeaḥ banquets.72 

Summing up: according to the mythical transfer recorded in KTU 1.114, the marzeaḥ (“descent”) 

would be a magical necromantic ritual carried out by a group or association of members (amilMmar-za-i, mt 

mrzḥ), under the patronage of a deity, presided over by a (rb) professional diviner (khn), and performed, in 

the frame of a banquet by wine swallowing up to drunkenness as an altered state of mind that presumably 

allows contact to be made with the ghosts of the “Other World” / Underworld (this of some acquaintance, 

may be supposed), and aiming to obtain answers on the future affecting private persons or public 

instances. The organization is in principle limited to the members ready to take the risks of such practice 

and which have the means for it (an official house, bt marzḥ, and consumed products, mṣd and yn), what 

implies the possession of a certain financial status (maybe looking to protect it by the suitable bārûtu).73 

The practice is of course under the administrative control of the Palace, the first interested in knowing the 

results, to the extent that a whole class of recognized professionals (khnm, “diviners”) existed, integrated 

in the palace administration and fully hierarchized under the rule of a chief (rb khnm), one of its highest 

functionary who directed and controlled them in all their divination praxes.74 The banquet, consisting of 

hunt meat, was participated in by all the members of the association, although not all of the participants in 

the ritual reach or intent to reach the adequate alcoholic intoxication state (maybe only the president (rb) 

of the gathering (?)) in which the contact with the infernal ghosts was obtained. The mortuary context is 

then obvious, but we do not know whether the intended “conjuration / evocation” was directed towards a 

particular dead person or if it had any relationship with his or another’s tomb as an access route to the 

Underworld. 

 

6. Text and version75 
  

1ỉl dbḥ.bbth.mṣd. Ỉlu offered a banquet in his house, of game, 

 ṣd.bqrb 2hklh. of hunt pieces within his palace; 

 ṣḥ.lqṣ.ỉlm. he invited the gods to the carving. 

 

 

71. See in this regard the improbable version by Spronk, Beatific Afterlife …, p. 172: “wine without after-effect” (1.22 I 18-

19. We cannot get now into the interpretation of this text. See the two text editions and commentaries by Pitard (BASOR 285, 

1992, 33-77) and Pardee (Orientalia 80, 2011, 1-65). 

72. As a last afterthought it could be suggested that maybe the marzeaḥ represents a sort of germinal Canaanite “cult of the 

mysteries” in parallel perhaps with the “prophetic” activity in Mari (see Durand, “La religion amorrite …”, 431ff.) and the 

“nabism” in Ancient Israel, groups all of them in search of a “word” coming from the “other world” for which alcoholic 

intoxication was believed to help. In this connection, it is worthwhile recalling Lindblom’s psychological theory of Israel’s 

Prophecy. On our turn we omit here the discussion of the allusions to marzeaḥ scenes in the Hebrew Bible and other later sources. 

They are of little avail in understanding the Ugaritic institution. More fruitful would be the other way round.   

73. See in this regard Fl. Malbran-Labat, C. Roche, “Urtēnu Ur-Tešub”. in J.-M. Michaud, ed., Le Royaume d’Ougarit de la 

Crète à l’Euphrate. Nouveaux axes de recherche (Proche-Orient et Littérature Ougaritique), Montréal (Québec) 2007. pp.         

63-104. (92). 

74. See the corresponding priestly category in Mesopotamia, seemingly fully integrated into the official cult: ša eṭemmu, 

mušelû eṭemmu / ṣilli, šā’ilu; Tropper, Nekromatie, pp. 58ff. 

75. For the different alternatives see Pardee’s linguistic discussion in Les Textes para-mythologiques (1988), pp. 13-74, which 

contains to date the most complete and best informed analysis. See too Wyatt’s (1998) and Dietrich-Loretz’ (2000) textual 

analysis.  
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 tlḥmn 3ilm.wtštn. The gods ate and drank, 

 tštn. y<n> ʕd šbʕ they drank wine to satiety, 

 4trṯ .ʕd [škr]. new wine to drunkenness. 

 yʕdb.yrḫ 5gbh. Yarḫu helped himself to his loin steak, 

 km.[klb].   like [a dog]   

 yqṯqṯ.tḥt 6ṯlḥnt   he dragged (it/himself) under the table. 

 il.d ydʕnn The god who acknowledged him 

 7yʕdb.lḥm.lh. served him meat 

 <d mṣd> <(meat) of game>. 

 wd lydʕnn. 8ylmn. The god who did not know him beat him 

   <bq[r]> <(beat him) with a [?]> 

ḫṭm.tḥt.ṯlḥnt<>  with a stick under the table.       
 9 ʕṯtrt wʕnt.ymġy Close to ʕAṯtartu and ʕAnatu he came; 
10ʕṯtrt.tʕdb.nšb lh  ʕAṯtartu served him a meat steak, 
11wʕnt.ktp.  ʕAnatu a shoulder-blade. 

bhm.ygʕr. ṯġr.12bt.ỉl. The door-keeper of Ilu’s house explosively blasted him:76 

pn lm.k!lb.tʕdbnn.13nšb that to a dog they should not serve a meat steak, 

     lỉnr.tʕdbn.ktp to a cub they should not present a shoulder-blade; 
        14bỉl.[?][p]mh.gʕr.       Ỉlu [al]so (for) something else (?) he explosively blasted. 

yṯb.ỉl.kr? 15ả[š?][?][--].  Ỉlu took (his) seat as [              ], 

ỉl.yṯb.bmrzḥh Ỉlu sat in his club. 
16yš[t].[yn].ʕd šbʕ.  He drank [wine] to satiety, 

trṯ.ʕd škr new wine to drunkenness. 

ỉl.h[l]k.lbth.  Ỉlu (then) went to his house, 

yštql.18lḥẓrh. proceeded to his mansion; 

yʕmsn.nn.ṯkmn 19wšnm. Ṯakamuna and Šunama supported him 

wngšnn.ḥby. but Ḥabay came across him, 
20bʕl.qrnm.wḏnb.ylšn the one with horns and a tail. 
21bḫrỉh.wṯnth. He fouled himself with his excrement and his urine. 

ql.ỉl.km mt ỈIu fell down like a dead one, 

ỉl.kyrdm.ảrṣ. Ỉlu, like those going down to the Earth. 
 ʕnt 23wʕṯtrt.tṣdn. ʕAnatu and ʕAṯtartu went tracking down 

[-------]24q[d]š. [in the countryside], holy [desert?] 

bʕ[----------]  in the [heights? some remedies?]  
25[--------][n].d[---] [-------------] 
26[ʕṯt][r]t.wʕn[t][-----] ʕAṯtartu and ʕAnatu [found them?]   
27[w]bhm.tṯṯb.[l][m]dh[-] and with them they made him come back to his  

        || acquaintances,77 
28km.trpả.hn nʕr on applying the remedy, look, he woke up.  

------------------------- --------------------------------------   

 

76. For this meaning of *gʿr see J.M. Kennedy, “The Root GʿR in the Light of Semantic Analysis”, JBL 106, 1987, 47-64, 

who supesides former studies by A.A. Macintosh (1969) and S.C. Reif (1971).  

77. See DUL 518: “initiates of a cult”, e.g. spr md cṯtrt, KTU 4.245 I 1, 11. See also Fleming, Time at Emar, p. 167, 274f. For 

a justification of this version see  G. del Olmo Lete, “Glosas ugaríticas VII: md, la corporación del marzeaḥ”, below in this same 

isssue of Aula Orientalis. 
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29dyšt. llṣb.šʕr klb That is what one will apply on his forehead: dog hair, 
30[w/b]rỉš.pqq.wšrh 31yšt from head, mouth, throat and till navel he will apply,    

ảḥdh.dm zt. ḫr[p]n!t  along with autumnal virgin oil. 

 

Alternatively: 

 That is what one will set in his forehead: dog hair 

 and the top (foliage) of the pqq-plant and its stalk; 

 he will set / drink (it) along with autumnal virgin oil.  

               (KTU 1.114:29–31)78 
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Fig. 1. KTU 1.114 (RS 24.258) 

(Photo from Gregorio del Olmo Lete. Acadamia.edu. Teaching documents.  

Photographic Archive-Canaanite Religion) 
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Fig. 2. Painted mug found in the Magician’s (Agapṯarri’s) house (J.Cl. Courtois, Ugaritica VI, p. 111) 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Drawing of the scene depicted in the Magician’s house mug (C. Florimont) 
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Fig. 4. Plan of the Magician’s (Agapṯarri’s) House containing inscribed liver and lung models and tablets, 

Hurrian and Ugaritic, of magic contents (J.-Cl. Courtois, Ugaritica VI, pp. 92). 


